SHEA

DRY WELL CYLINDRICAL
1000 GALLON STACKABLE

PLAN VIEW

20" DIA INSPECTION COVER

SECTION VIEW

6' DIA

6" TOP

5'-6"

4"

6'-6"

DRAIN HOLES 4" TO 1.5" TAPERED

(4) 10" DIA INLET

NOTES:

1. CONCRETE: 4,000 PSI MINIMUM AFTER 28 DAYS.

2. ALSO AVAILABLE IN AASHTO HS-20 LOADING.

3. CAPACITY INCREASES IN INCREMENTS OF 500 GALLONS
   FOR EACH 3' SECTION ADDED.

ITEM NO. | WEIGHT
---------|--------
1000 GALLON | 6.778#
1000SDW | 6.778#
1000SDWH | 6.778#
3' STACKABLE | 2.008#